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Chapter One

Supposedly, dreams reflect our hidden fears and secret desires, all clamoring for
attention. The one I’d had last night had been so vivid that even now, as evening
drew near, it still made me squirm in my chair. I sat against a wall in the counsel
room where the elders and the Dark Guardians—protectors of our society—were
discussing how best to ensure our survival. Because I hadn’t yet experienced my
first transformation, I was considered a novice and was not allowed to sit at the
large, round table with the others. This was okay by me, because it gave me the
freedom to let my mind wander—without anyone noticing that I wasn't paying
attention.

In my dream, I'd been standing in a clearing with my declared mate, Connor, our
arms wrapped around each other so tightly that we could barely breathe. The full
moon served as a spotlight.

Then dark clouds drifted over the moon, and everything went black. Still holding
him near, I was acutely aware of the muscles and bones in his body undulating
against me. He grew taller and broader. My fingers were in his hair, and I felt the
strands thicken and lengthen. His mouth covered mine, but his lips were fuller
than before. The kiss was hungrier than any he'd ever given me. It heated me
from head to toe, and I thought I knew what it was to be a candle, melting from
the scorching flame. I knew I should move away, but I clung to him as though I'd
drown in a sea of doubts if I let go.

The hovering clouds floated away, and the moonlight illuminated us once
again—only I was no longer in Connor's arms. Instead I was pressing my body
against Rafe's, kissing him, yearning for his touch. . . .

I shifted uncomfortably in my chair with the memory of how desperately I'd
wanted Rafe. It was Connor I was supposed to long for. But I'd woken up in a
tangle of sheets, clamoring for another of Rafe's touches—even if it were only in
a dream.

Squirming again, I felt a sharp elbow in my ribs.
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"Be still, will you?" Brittany Reed whispered harshly beside me. Like me, she
would soon be turning seventeen and would experience her first transformation
with the next full moon.

I'd known Brittany since kindergarten. We were friends, but I'd never felt as close
to her as I did to Kayla—whom I'd met only last summer, when her adoptive
parents had brought her to the park to face her past. We'd connected on a deep
level almost as soon as we met. We'd spent the past year sharing our lives
through emails, text messages, and phone calls.

During the last full moon she'd discovered that she was one of us and that Lucas
Wilde was her destined mate. I can't imagine how frightening it would be to have
so little time to prepare. We Shifters can't control the first transformation. When
the full moon rises, our bodies react to its call. But now Kayla sat at the table
with the others.

The summer solstice, the longest day of the year, is usually a time when as many
of our kind as possible come together to celebrate our existence. But this year a
pall hung over us as we gathered at Wolford, a village hidden deep within a huge
national forest near the Canadian border. All that remained there of what had
once been a vibrant community were a few small buildings and the massive,
mansionlike structure that serves as the home of the elders who rule over us. The
residence also houses most of us when we're here for the solstice celebration.

We've always been a secret society. Even though we have lived among the rest of
the world, we show our true selves only to each other. But recently, we
discovered that Lucas's older brother had betrayed us by telling someone in the
outside world about our existence. Now some scientists who work for a medical
research company called Bio-Chrome were determined to capture us and
discover what makes us tick—or more important, what makes us transform. They
wanted to patent this ability, develop it, and use it for their own financial gain.
But being dissected and studied wasn't how any of us wanted to spend our
summer vacation.

Although we hadn't seen any signs of Bio-Chrome scientists since Lucas and
Kayla had escaped from their clutches, none of us believed they'd given up their
quest so easily. We were all on edge because we could sense an impending
confrontation—the way animals sense a coming storm. Nature had made us
attuned to danger. It was the reason we hadn't gone the way of the dinosaur.
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Supposedly, dreams reflect our hidden fears and secret desires, all clamoring for attention. The one I’d had
last night had been so vivid that even now, as evening drew near, it still made me squirm in my chair. I sat
against a wall in the counsel room where the elders and the Dark Guardians—protectors of our
society—were discussing how best to ensure our survival. Because I hadn’t yet experienced my first
transformation, I was considered a novice and was not allowed to sit at the large, round table with the others.
This was okay by me, because it gave me the freedom to let my mind wander—without anyone noticing that
I wasn't paying attention.

In my dream, I'd been standing in a clearing with my declared mate, Connor, our arms wrapped around each
other so tightly that we could barely breathe. The full moon served as a spotlight.

Then dark clouds drifted over the moon, and everything went black. Still holding him near, I was acutely
aware of the muscles and bones in his body undulating against me. He grew taller and broader. My fingers
were in his hair, and I felt the strands thicken and lengthen. His mouth covered mine, but his lips were fuller
than before. The kiss was hungrier than any he'd ever given me. It heated me from head to toe, and I thought
I knew what it was to be a candle, melting from the scorching flame. I knew I should move away, but I clung
to him as though I'd drown in a sea of doubts if I let go.

The hovering clouds floated away, and the moonlight illuminated us once again—only I was no longer in
Connor's arms. Instead I was pressing my body against Rafe's, kissing him, yearning for his touch. . . .

I shifted uncomfortably in my chair with the memory of how desperately I'd wanted Rafe. It was Connor I
was supposed to long for. But I'd woken up in a tangle of sheets, clamoring for another of Rafe's
touches—even if it were only in a dream.

Squirming again, I felt a sharp elbow in my ribs.

"Be still, will you?" Brittany Reed whispered harshly beside me. Like me, she would soon be turning
seventeen and would experience her first transformation with the next full moon.

I'd known Brittany since kindergarten. We were friends, but I'd never felt as close to her as I did to
Kayla—whom I'd met only last summer, when her adoptive parents had brought her to the park to face her
past. We'd connected on a deep level almost as soon as we met. We'd spent the past year sharing our lives
through emails, text messages, and phone calls.

During the last full moon she'd discovered that she was one of us and that Lucas Wilde was her destined
mate. I can't imagine how frightening it would be to have so little time to prepare. We Shifters can't control
the first transformation. When the full moon rises, our bodies react to its call. But now Kayla sat at the table
with the others.

The summer solstice, the longest day of the year, is usually a time when as many of our kind as possible



come together to celebrate our existence. But this year a pall hung over us as we gathered at Wolford, a
village hidden deep within a huge national forest near the Canadian border. All that remained there of what
had once been a vibrant community were a few small buildings and the massive, mansionlike structure that
serves as the home of the elders who rule over us. The residence also houses most of us when we're here for
the solstice celebration.

We've always been a secret society. Even though we have lived among the rest of the world, we show our
true selves only to each other. But recently, we discovered that Lucas's older brother had betrayed us by
telling someone in the outside world about our existence. Now some scientists who work for a medical
research company called Bio-Chrome were determined to capture us and discover what makes us tick—or
more important, what makes us transform. They wanted to patent this ability, develop it, and use it for their
own financial gain. But being dissected and studied wasn't how any of us wanted to spend our summer
vacation.

Although we hadn't seen any signs of Bio-Chrome scientists since Lucas and Kayla had escaped from their
clutches, none of us believed they'd given up their quest so easily. We were all on edge because we could
sense an impending confrontation—the way animals sense a coming storm. Nature had made us attuned to
danger. It was the reason we hadn't gone the way of the dinosaur.
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Editorial Review

About the Author

Rachel Hawthorne believes in happy endings and adopting older rescue dogs. She also writes as New York
Times bestselling author Lorraine Heath and as J. A. London with her son, Alex. She lives near Dallas,
Texas, with her husband and is presently spoiling a pooch named Jake.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Chris Hernandez:

Do you one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys this
particular aren't like that. This Full Moon (Dark Guardian, Book 2) book is readable by means of you who
hate those straight word style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience
without leaving possibly decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with Full
Moon (Dark Guardian, Book 2) content conveys objective easily to understand by lots of people. The printed
and e-book are not different in the content but it just different by means of it. So , do you even now thinking
Full Moon (Dark Guardian, Book 2) is not loveable to be your top record reading book?

Cheryl Fenske:

Full Moon (Dark Guardian, Book 2) can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We recommend that
straight away because this publication has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in words, easy
to understand, bit entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The article author giving his/her
effort to put every word into delight arrangement in writing Full Moon (Dark Guardian, Book 2) but doesn't
forget the main point, giving the reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource info that maybe you can
be one among it. This great information can certainly drawn you into brand new stage of crucial
contemplating.

Rebecca Esquivel:

Is it an individual who having spare time then spend it whole day by means of watching television programs
or just lying down on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Full Moon (Dark Guardian, Book
2) can be the respond to, oh how comes? A book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your
time by reading in this completely new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than
the others?



William Ward:

You can get this Full Moon (Dark Guardian, Book 2) by go to the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or
reviewing it can to be your solve trouble if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this publication
are various. Not only by simply written or printed and also can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the
modern era such as now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right
now, choose your own ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange
yourself to make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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